TOTAL
OVERVIEW.
CONTROL.
FOCUS.
Stay in control of your fleet. MyMagni
is the information and knowledge hub
empowering fleet managers to boost
efficiency, safety and machine up-time.
You get a complete view of everything you
need to know – from high-level summaries
down to specific machine details. Trust
that nothing happens in your fleet without
you knowing about it.
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Machine
Specifics

From Big Data to
Real Insight

A deep dive into each machine

Make better decisions

Machine and sensor-related data like daily
utilization reports, CAN fault codes, damage
reports, failed inspections, and overrun services
makes it easy to pinpoint what’s triggering a need
for attention alert.

MyMagni brings you a ton of telematics data,
analytics, and visualization, nicely displayed and
packaged together in clickable, readable, dynamic
charts.

Follow-up questions are easily communicated
through instant chat. Fleet managers can quickly
talk about specific machine issues, causes and
solutions with machine operators and service
technicians.

Through data-driven analysis, you have a full
understanding of your entire fleet and every
machine in it. With this knowledge, you can
streamline operations and increase productivity,
profitability and brand value. You can have it all.

Stay on Top of
Fleet Activity
Always know what is happening with your fleet
Map and track every movement, anywhere. With
this level of security, you always know where your
machines are and what they are doing. MyMagni
offers high-level insight into fleet health, efficiency
and safety – even custom KPIs.
Know the what and whys of your equipment
through customizable dashboards - the details, data
visualizations and analytics are there to see what
matters to you most and lets you get the best use
out of your machine.

Did you know...

Trackunit Manager is built in a
two-way split. In just a click, you
can jump from the new MyMagni
to Classic through the menu
shortcut.

